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By Rolf McEwen

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. large
type edition. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This book is an
adaptation of The Song of Solomon, written with instructions for narrators, dancers, and choir so it
can be performed on stage. A musical score is not included, but the text can be sung, and it can be
accompanied by a pianist creating a spontaneous score, a freestyle response to the themes. The
romantic, beautiful text expresses love, desire, and passion between The Lover and The Beloved. The
poetry is magnificent and timeless. Stage directions are provided so the entire text can be narrated
or perhaps sung a cappella, with the addition of interpretive dancers, and a choir to repeat the lines
delivered by key characters, including The Lover, The Beloved, and The Friends. What an amazing
impression audiences will obtain from a performance of this celebration of love and beauty! The
language is utterly refined and inspiring. The text is taken from the American Standard Version of
the Bible, which is in the public domain. The language has been modernized to make it easier to
understand, yet it remains true to the original....
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Without doubt, this is the very best work by any writer. Indeed, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading through a written pdf.
-- Alda  B a r ton-- Alda  B a r ton

Complete manual! Its such a great study. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You are going to like the way the
article writer create this publication.
-- Ike Fa del-- Ike Fa del
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